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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Robotic  applications  often  require  robust  tactile  sensing  capabilities  on  curved  surfaces,  such  as  artificial
fingertips.  Flexible  tactile  sensors  could  be  conformally  wrapped  around  curved  digits  and  could  enhance
grip by  cushioning  impacts  and  increasing  the  effective  contact  area  during  grasp.  Flexible  microfabri-
cated  devices  that  use  thin  film  or solid  electrical  components  are  susceptible  to  failure  due  to cracking  and
fatigue.  Conductive  fluids  have  been  used  as transduction  media,  electrical  connections,  and  in  resistance-
based  pressure  and  bend  sensors.  In  this  work,  a flexible  and  multilayer  capacitive  microfluidic  normal
force  sensor  is  developed  with  a  5  × 5 taxel  array.  The  sensor  uses  liquid  metal-filled  microfluidic  channels
as the  capacitive  plates  and  conductive  interconnects.  The  sensor  is  microfabricated  using soft  lithog-
raphy  microfabrication  techniques  and  consists  of  multiple  layers  of PDMS  microchannels  filled  with
the liquid  metal  alloy  Galinstan  and  air pockets  that  modify  the  mechanical  and  electrical  properties  of
the sensor.  A  single  taxel  is calibrated  for normal  forces  ranging  from  0 to 2.5  N,  is shown  to  provide
repeatable  measurements  of  static  uniaxial  loads,  and  follows  the loading  and  unloading  phases  of  low-

frequency  dynamic  loads  (0.4–4  Hz).  The  sensor  prototype  has  a spatial  resolution  on the  order  of  0.5 mm,
performs  reliably  when  wrapped  around  a surface  having  a curvature  similar  to  that  of  a  human  finger
(1.575 cm−1),  and  has  been  shown  to  tolerate  curvatures  as high  as 6.289  cm−1. The  deformable  liquid
capacitive  plates  and  heterogeneous  PDMS-air  dielectric  medium  can  be  designed  to  tune  the  sensor’s
sensitivity  and  range.  The  sensor  prototype  provides  greater  sensitivity  at low  loads,  a  feature  which  can
be exploited  for  robotic  applications  in  which  light  touch  is  important.
. Introduction

There are three primary sensing modalities employed in
icroelectromechanical systems (MEMS) force sensors: resistive,

iezoelectric, and capacitive [1].  Resistive sensors detect mechan-
cal stimuli by producing changes in resistance. Traditional high
ensitivity, resistive strain gauges typically have issues such as
ragility and low flexibility. Recently, some of the existing limi-
ations have been addressed, for instance, with the development
f conductive polymer composites [2–4]. Piezoelectric sensors
enerate voltage as applied forces are measured. Piezoelectric com-
osites are flexible and chemically resistant but inappropriate for
tatic loading and prone to output signal drift. Capacitive sensors,
he focus of the present work, typically consist of pairs of plates

hose capacitance is increased as the distance between oppos-

ng plates decreases or the permittivity of the dielectric medium
etween the plates increases. Capacitive sensors offer advantages
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such as high sensitivity, tunable spatial resolution when used in
an array configuration [1],  and a simple, well-known governing
equation. Electrical capacitance depends on the geometry of and
distance between the electrodes and dielectric properties of the
material between the electrodes.

1.1. Capacitive sensors

For many applications, capacitive sensors are created by embed-
ding conductive metal plates in flexible materials such as the
polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS) polymer. The conductive plates
are typically created using metal deposition techniques such as
evaporation [5,6], electroplating [7],  or sputtering [8].  Although
the polymeric packaging is relatively robust to mechanical defor-
mations and chemical degradation, the conductive plates and
interconnects are susceptible to failure due to fractures and fatigue.
Even a small crack in a plate or connect can result in the irreparable
loss of electrical connectivity and failure of the sensor [9].  Fabrica-

tion of curved, doped nano-ribbons that can withstand significant
deformation [10] and the deposition of spiral copper wire around
a nylon wire that elongates when stretched [11] have been used to
provide electrical connections in flexible substrates.
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Fig. 1. Capacitive microfluidic normal force sensor skin. (A) A completed prototype
shows the Galinstan embedded within the transparent PDMS. The 2D schematics
in  Fig. 2 correspond to the cross-sectional view at A–A′ (black line). (B) Wire paths
from the top half of the sensor run horizontally (red) while those from the bottom
half run vertically (black). The square capacitive taxels (yellow) represent the over-
R.D. Ponce Wong et al. / Sensor

Capacitive sensors have sensitivity and tunable spatial reso-
ution [1].  Arrays of capacitors have been used for a wide range
f applications. Capacitance-based micro tactile sensor arrays are
apable of detecting mN  forces with negligible cross-talk between
ensing elements, although hysteresis can be an issue [12]. A
acro-scale pressure sensor made of fabric detected pressure fields
ith magnitudes of hundreds of fF capacitance spread around

 1 m2 area [13]. A sensor capable of measuring phase fraction
istribution of two-phase flows via permittivity variations was
eveloped to distinguish between different types of dielectric
edia between the capacitor plates [14]. A tactile sensor capable of
easuring normal and shear forces was created by depositing an

rray of gold thin films in PDMS and using 2 × 2 taxels as a single
ensing unit [7,15].

.2. Fluids in MEMS  sensors

Fluids have been integrated into a variety of MEMS sensors
or different applications. For instance, a vibration sensor was
eveloped which had chambers filled with a NaCl solution [16].
echanical vibrations induced motion of the electrolyte’s ions,

llowing the measurement of vibrations over a wide range of
requencies. For tactile sensing, a sensor was created by filling

icrochannels with a NaCl solution [17]. Mechanical deformation
pplied pressure to the reservoirs, displaced fluid, and produced
easurable changes in resistance. A macroscale fluid-based tactile

ensor called the BioTac (SynTouch, Los Angeles, CA) uses fluid as
 transduction medium for both electric current and mechanical
ibrations [18]. This multimodal sensor consists of an elastomeric
kin that has been inflated away from a rigid, fingertip-shaped core
y a weakly conductive fluid [19]. An array of impedance elec-
rodes embedded in the rigid core is used to measure changes in
mpedance as the fluid flowpath is altered by mechanical deforma-
ion. A hydrophone is used to measure vibrations at the skin-object
nterface. Each of these three sensing devices utilizes fluids encap-
ulated by elastic materials.

Recently, fluids have been used as wires to connect sensing ele-
ents with external circuitry. A liquid metal alloy called Galinstan

as been used in MEMS  devices to create robust wire paths capable
f being bent, twisted, and stretched. Galinstan-filled microchan-
els enabled the powering of LED lights despite the bending and
wisting of the device [20]. In another application, a stretchable
orce and temperature sensor was created with carbon nano-
ubes and Galinstan electrical connections embedded in PDMS [21].
alinstan is a fairly conductive (0.435 �m electrical resistivity [22])
uid created by Geratherm (Geschwenda, Germany) for use in
hermometers as a nontoxic substitute for mercury [23]. Galin-
tan is a eutectic metal alloy composed of gallium, indium, and tin
22]. The voltammetric [22] and electromagnetic [24] properties
f this relatively new compound have been recently established. A
utectic metal alloy composed of only gallium and indium (eGaIn)
as been used in the design of a pressure sensor [25] and bend
ensor [26,27,45].  A PDMS skin having microchannels filled with
GaIn was wrapped around a human finger. Deformation-induced
hanges in resistance of the fluidic electrical circuit allowed for the
easurement of joint angles as the finger was bent.

.3. A capacitive microfluidic normal force sensor

Tactile sensing is a field of great interest due to its potential
mpact on robot-assisted surgery and robotic grasp and manipula-
ion, among other applications. In many cases, visual and acoustic

eedback alone does not provide the information necessary for deci-
ion making. A classic case is that of an amputee who accidentally
rushes or drops an object with his prosthetic hand due to inade-
uate tactile information about the hand-object interaction. Many
lapping areas of the wire paths from both halves of the sensor. (For interpretation
of  references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web  version
of this article.)

review articles have discussed the complexity of the sense of touch
and the many challenges that remain for artificial touch sensors
[1,28,29]. Some of the sensor design requirements for robotic appli-
cations include robustness, sensitivity, fine spatial resolution, fast
dynamic response, and flexibility [29].

PDMS-based capacitive tactile sensors have been developed to
measure normal forces [2,7,12] and shear forces [15], to determine
the elasticity of a contacted object [30], and to distinguish between
different types of textures [31]. For MEMS  and microfluidic applica-
tions, PDMS offers advantages such as non-toxicity, high degree of
flexibility, chemically inert nature, simple processing techniques,
low cost, and impermeability to liquids [32–35].  Thus, PDMS  pro-
vides protection from the environment for the embedded sensor
electronics. The existing PDMS-based tactile sensors use embed-
ded solid metal films [7,12,15,30,31] or carbon nanotubes [2] in a
protective PDMS material. These designs are prone to failure when
deformed, for example around a robotic finger, and are therefore
challenging to implement in robotic applications where conformal
wrapping of curved surfaces or robustness to repetitive deforma-
tion is necessary.

In this work, we present a flexible, capacitive, microfluidic
sensor for normal force sensing with microchannels filled with
Galinstan that serve as both the flexible wire paths and the conduc-
tive metal plates that make up the capacitive sensing units. Novel
features of the sensor include its deformable capacitive plates and
heterogeneous, deformable dielectric medium. The prototype has a
5 × 5 array of individually addressable 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm taxels. The
liquid metal-filled microfluidic channel design ensures the robust-
ness of the sensor as there are no solid components that can crack
and fail. The multilayer design allows for nonlinear tuning of the
sensor response to the desired load. We  present the sensor’s spa-
tial resolution and quantify the response of the capacitive sensor
on flat and curved surfaces. Details of the sensor’s design, fabrica-
tion, calibration, validation, and overall functional assessment are
presented in this work to show the potential of using conductive
fluids for sensor electronics.

2. Methods
2.1. Prototype fabrication

The capacitive, microfluidic sensor (Fig. 1A) is fabricated using
soft lithography and consists of two materials: a flexible elastomer
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E) Inject  Galinstan, seal rigid wires to complete

     one half of sensor

F) Oxygen plasma bond two halves of sensor

D) Oxygen plasma bond microfluidic PDMS

      layer on top of air pocket PDMS layer 

C) Mold a ir pocket PDMS layer

B) Peel, hole-punch microfluidic channel PDMS

     layer

A) Mold m icrofluidic channel PDMS layer

Fig. 2. The fabrication process for a sensor prototype having a 5 × 5 array of capac-
itive taxels. The 2D schematics correspond to the cross-sectional view at A–A′ in
Fig. 1A. (A) The PDMS layer (light blue) having microfluidic channels is created. (B)
This layer is peeled from the wafer (black) containing the photoresist master (red)
and  hole-punched. (C) The PDMS layer having the air pockets is created. (D) The pat-
terned surface of the microchannel layer is O2 plasma bonded to the exposed surface
of  the air pocket layer still on the wafer. (E) The bonded layers are peeled from the
wafer, and Galinstan (gray) is injected through the hole-punched inlet holes. Rigid
wires (yellow) are carefully placed inside the Galinstan-filled inlet and outlet holes.
The  wires are sealed by pouring uncured PDMS over the holes and then curing the
PDMS in an oven. (F) Two separate halves of the sensor are aligned and bonded to
create a functional sensor. Wire connects for the bottom PDMS layer are outside the
cross-sectional plane and are not shown. Note: schematics not drawn to scale. (For
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o mimic  the mechanical properties of human skin and a liquid
etal to serve as flexible plates for the capacitive sensing units. The

ensor consists of four layers of PDMS. The two outermost PDMS
ayers contain microfluidic channels filled with Galinstan, and the
wo inner layers seal the microfluidic layers and contain an array
f square air pockets to tune the overall sensor’s mechanical and
lectrical properties. The microchannels form a 5 × 5 array of taxels
onnected by in-plane wire paths (lengthways for the top layer and
ransverse for the bottom layer). The 125 �m thick microchannel
ires pass through and connect five 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm taxel plates,

ach of which is separated from the next plate by 0.5 mm (Fig. 1B).
he 5 × 5 array of square air pockets uses the same layout and
imensions as the 5 × 5 array of plates in the microchannel layer.

Soft lithography is a mature microfabrication strategy, but we

rovide some details specific to our sensor design here. The PDMS
asters for the microfluidic layers are fabricated by patterning

0 �m of SU-8 2015 photoresist (Microchem, Newton, MA)  onto
 in. silicon wafers (Fig. 2A). The air pocket layer masters have
Actuators A 179 (2012) 62– 69

18 �m thick SU-8 2010 photoresist (Fig. 2C). The masters are soft
baked at 95 ◦C for 5 min  and then exposed to 22.5 mW/cm2 UV light
for 16 s using mylar masks. After a 5 min  post-exposure bake on
a hot plate at 95 ◦C, the wafer is developed and then hard baked
in an oven at 140 ◦C for 5 min. The thicknesses of the masters are
measured using a profilometer (Dektak IIA, Sloan, Scotia, NY).

We use PDMS with a 10:1 A:B ratio (RTV615, Momentive,
Columbus, OH). Each of the two  300 �m thick microfluidic chan-
nel layers (Fig. 2A) is fabricated by spin coating PDMS onto the
microchannel mold at 500 rpm for 30 s, curing it in an oven at
80 ◦C for an hour producing a 150 �m thick layer. This process is
repeated a second time to produce 300 �m thick PDMS films [7].
The two ends of each wire-plate path are punched with a 700 �m
diameter stainless steel TiN-coated round punch (Technical Inno-
vations, Angleton, TX) to create through-holes that serve as inlets
and outlets (Fig. 2B) for the injection of Galinstan. The 25 �m thick
air pocket layers are created by spinning PDMS onto the master
at 3000 rpm for 30 s and curing it in an oven at 80 ◦C for an hour
(Fig. 2C). Each microchannel layer is bound to an air pocket layer
(Fig. 2D) after oxygen plasma treatment (PDC-001, Harrick Plasma,
Ithaca, NY). We  use isopropanol (IPA) to wet each layer and align the
PDMS layers under a microscope to ensure accurate alignment of
the 5 × 5 arrays of taxel plates and air gaps [34,36]. Each of the two-
layer sandwiches is placed on a hot plate at 80 ◦C for 1 h. We inject
the Galinstan into each arm of the five wire-plate paths using a
syringe with a 700 �m diameter stainless steel tube attached. Rigid,
insulated 500 �m diameter wires are positioned in the inlet and
outlet holes and uncured PDMS is poured over the holes. The sys-
tem is placed in an oven for 2 h at 80 ◦C to cure the PDMS applied to
the channels’ inlet and outlet holes. Electrical continuity and resis-
tance of 1.5–2.5 � between the inlet and outlet of each wire-plate
path are verified with a multimeter. This completes the fabrication
of one half of the sensor (Fig. 2E). An O2 plasma-IPA alignment and
bonding technique is used to position and bond two halves of a
sensor perpendicular to one another in order to obtain a functional
sensor prototype (Fig. 2F).

2.2. Experimental setup and sensor calibration

All experiments were performed with the sensor and its elec-
trical circuit inside a Faraday cage for shielding from external
electromagnetic noise. A single taxel was loaded by a uniax-
ial, point-load using a 1.5 mm × 1.5 mm rectangular-shaped tip
(Fig. 3). Double-sided sticky mylar tape was used to affix the sen-
sor to a rigid, flat support plate affixed to a six degree-of-freedom
force/torque transducer (Nano-17, ATI Industrial Automation,
Apex, NC) having resolutions of 1/80 N and 1/16 N-mm for force and
torque, respectively. We  validated the calibration of the transducer
using known weights.

At the start of each experimental trial, sensor data were col-
lected with the sensor at rest in an unloaded state. The tip of the
load platform was  then carefully centered over a single taxel with
no overlap of adjacent taxel units and placed over the target taxel.
Calibrated masses were added to the load platform to gradually
achieve a total of 250 g (2.45 N). The actual transmitted load was
determined by the force transducer. The masses and load platform
were removed in reverse order (and with different load increments)
until the sensor was completely unloaded. The sensor was allowed
to equilibrate after each change in external load before data were
collected for a 0.1 s interval. A total of 20 measurements were made
for each of ten independent trials. The sensitivity of two closest
neighboring taxels to the loaded taxel was also assessed and is

reported here. Eight experimental trials were conducted to assess
the effect of surface curvature on sensor performance. Four trials
were conducted for each of two  sensor configurations: secured to a
rigid, flat support plate or secured to a rigid, round support dowel
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup for point-loading of the microfluidic normal force sensor.
The  sensor is secured to a rigid, flat support plate that is attached to a load cell. A
frame provides support to the slender post of the load platform and allows precise
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Fig. 4. Sensor output voltage amplitude for a single calibration trial. The raw ampli-
lignment of the tip of the load platform over a single taxel. The flat support plate
s  replaced with a rigid, round support dowel for assessment of the sensor while

rapped around a curved surface. Note: components not drawn to scale.

aving a curvature similar to that of a human finger. A round acrylic
owel with a radius of 0.635 cm (curvature of 1.575 cm−1) was used
s the curved surface.

.3. Electrical circuitry for data collection

We  use a standard charge amplifier circuit to measure the capac-
tance of individual taxels [37]. An AC input signal is sent through

 capacitive sensing unit to the inverting input of an operational
mplifier, and the non-inverting input is connected to ground.
n external feedback capacitor and resistor are connected across

he op amp’s inverting input and output. While the input voltage
cross the external feedback capacitor remains constant, changes
n taxel capacitance produces changes in charge, which translates
o changes in the op amp’s output voltage amplitude [37]. Thus,
he gain in amplitude of the AC input signal depends solely on the
atio of capacitance between the constant external capacitor and
he variable capacitive sensing unit. Under the assumption of an
deal op amp, nodal analysis can be performed on the circuit to
btain

out = −Vin

(
jωRoutCin

jωRoutCout + 1

)
(1)

here Vout is the output voltage amplitude, Vin is the input volt-
ge amplitude, ω is the excitation frequency of the input signal,
out is the external feedback resistance, Cin is the capacitance of a
ingle taxel (connected to the op amp’s inverting input), and Cout

s the external feedback capacitance. If ωRoutCout � 1, then Eq. (1)
implifies to

out = −Vin
Cin

Cout
(2)

By setting the input signal frequency ω to 62,832 rad/s, Rout to
00 M�,  and Cout to 1 pF, the expression ωRoutCout has a value of
2.566 and allows the use of Eq. (2).  In response to mechanical
eformation under load, changes in taxel capacitance Cin can be
easured through changes in output voltage amplitude Vout. Eq.
2) was confirmed by experimentally measuring Vout using known
in, Cout, and Vin values. This circuit is simple, has relatively fast
esponse time, and filters the output signal to yield a high signal to
oise ratio [7,13–15].
tudes for all cycles of the sinusoidal output signal (circles) and the mean for every
0.1  s interval (line) are shown. Sensor output increased and decreased with loading
(0–1 s) and unloading (1–2 s) as expected.

We  used data acquisition boards (NI-6255 and NI-6211 National
Instruments, Austin, TX) to collect data from the load cell at 1 kHz
and a single sensor taxel at 200 kHz. The amplifier circuit input
signal was  sinusoidal with a peak-to-peak voltage of 1 V and fre-
quency of 10 kHz. Sensor taxel data were collected at 20 times the
input signal frequency in order to obtain accurate amplitudes from
the output signal.

Post-processing of the raw load cell and capacitive sensor signals
was  performed in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA). The amplitude
of the capacitive sensor output voltage was  determined for each
cycle (using the maximum and minimum value for each wave). The
mean load cell readings and mean taxel output amplitudes were
computed for each 0.1 s interval of data. Assuming constant Vin
and Cout values, the changes in taxel capacitance Cin are directly
reflected by changes in output voltage amplitude Vout (Eq. (2)).
The relative percent change in output voltage amplitude, %�V, was
calculated as

%�V = Vout,loaded − Vout,unloaded

Vout,unloaded
× 100% (3)

where the output voltage amplitude Vout is a function of load.

3. Results and discussion

Data were collected from individual taxels of a sensor prototype
having a 5 × 5 array of capacitive taxels as well as the indepen-
dent force transducer. The results from ten independent loading
and unloading trials are shown first, starting with a brief descrip-
tion of the raw data for one trial. The calibration of the sensor is
then presented and fit to a nonlinear model. We  use the calibrated
sensor to assess the reliability of the sensor’s force measurements
by comparing them to those of a calibrated load cell. Finally, a
brief discussion details the sensor’s spatial resolution and robust
performance when wrapped around a curved surface.

3.1. Direct point-loading of a single taxel

Fig. 4 shows the raw sensor output voltage amplitudes and mean
values for each 0.1 s data collection interval varied with the external
load. As expected, an increase in load force resulted in an increase in

output voltage amplitude. The spread of amplitude points around
the mean is approximately ±7 mV  and is due to the low capacitance
values being measured (on the order of tenths of pF). Fig. 5 shows
the force measured by the sensor as a function of the measured
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sensor calibration curve and load cell. The relative percent change in output volt-
age amplitudes was  used to calculate curve fit forces Ffit (dots) using the calibration
equation. The linear regression (solid line; Eq. (5)) revealed a near one-to-one rela-
oint of load application increased, which suggests that the sensor has a spatial res-
lution of approximately 0.5 mm.  (For interpretation of references to color in this
gure legend, the reader is referred to the web  version of this article.)

hange in sensor output voltage for ten independent trials on a
ingle taxel under direct point-loading. We  fit a power-law curve to
he force values as a function of the calculated %�V using nonlinear
egression analysis. The final regression model is given by

fit = 0.0455(%�V)1.73 − 0.00976(%�V)2.14, R2 = 0.982 (4)

here Ffit is the force calculated by the curve fit. The regression
odel performs well at both high and low loads. Two  power terms
ere needed to properly fit the nonlinear relationship between

oad and %�V at low loads, and to accommodate the slight increase
n the linear slope at higher loads (>approx. 1.2 N). Using the power-
aw fit, the residual plot in Fig. 5 shows that nine data points out of
00 (4.5% of the data) fall outside the 95% confidence interval.

We only present data for loads under 2.5 N. We  experimentally
etermined that a single taxel saturates at roughly a 500 g (4.9 N)

oad. At this load, the innermost air pocket layers may  have col-
apsed, causing the outermost microfluidic channel layers to touch.
t this point, the fluidic capacitive plates would no longer be able

o move closer to one another, and the capacitance would achieve a
teady state value. It was noted that with masses of 350 g or greater,
he small tip of the load platform tended to become misaligned
ith respect to the target taxel thereby reducing the accuracy of

he calibration between the load cell and taxel force readings. Con-
idering the limitations of the experimental setup and our interest
n characterizing sensor performance for forces associated with

anipulation (approx. 0.15–0.90 N [29]), we used an upper limit
f 250 g for the uniaxial loading of a single taxel.

Our sensor response to loading in the 0–2.5 N range is nonlinear
t low loads, linear at moderate loads, and slightly nonlinear again
t high loads. This nonlinear response can be attributed to many fac-
ors associated with the complex mechanical and electrical nature
f the device. The primary sources of the nonlinear response are
ikely the curved deformations of the fluidic capacitance plates

nd the heterogeneous, deformable dielectric medium consisting
f three sub-layers (i.e., two PDMS and one air). This structure
nd the nonuniform deformation of the capacitor plates result
n complex variations in capacitance as the sensor is deformed.
tionship between the microfluidic sensor and load cell measurements. The residual
plot shows that only 6 of 200 data points fell outside the 95% confidence bounds
(dashed lines).

In addition, the viscoelastic nature of PDMS is characterized by
highly nonlinear stress–strain curves [33,38–40] which could also
introduce some nonlinearity into the sensor output. Overall, the
nonlinear behavior is a confluence of several physical effects which
are difficult to predict with simple analytical models, and so we
are investigating these effects further with coupled physics finite
element models. Our multilayer sensor exhibits greater sensitiv-
ity at low loads, which can be exploited for robotic applications
such as semi-autonomous haptic exploration in which light touch
is important for the physical examination of objects. The multi-
layer design enables nonlinear tuning of the sensitivity over a wide
range of forces which can be used to tailor the sensor response to
the application of interest.

We  evaluate the calibration curve fit (Eq. (4)) by directly com-
paring taxel force measurements to load cell force measurements
as shown in Fig. 6. This plot shows that there is nearly perfect
agreement between the calibrated sensor and the independently
measured load as demonstrated by the linear line having a slope
near unity. A linear regression of the taxel’s curve fit (Ffit) and load
cell (FLC) data yielded the following equation:

Ffit = 0.973FLC + 0.0264, R2 = 0.9821 (5)

The slope and y-intercept had values near one and zero, respec-
tively, indicating that the calibration curve based on the sum of
two power functions (Eq. (4)) is effective and that the capacitive
sensor can measure forces in the 0–2.5 N range reliably. The 95%
confidence bounds (±0.184 N) and residuals were also calculated
for the comparison of taxel and load cell force measurements.

Due to the need for dynamic sensing in robotics and other appli-
cations, the experimental setup was  modified slightly in order to
apply a sinusoidal dynamic load to a single taxel. Forces up to
approximately 2.5 N were applied at frequencies ranging from 0.4
to 4 Hz. Preliminary results show that sensor output and load cell
signals matched well in the loading and unloading phases since
no significant lag could be perceived. It is widely known that
the fast-adapting type II (FA-II) afferents in the human hand are
capable of detecting vibrations ranging from 40 to 400 Hz [41].
Although, vibration detection is beyond the scope of the current

prototype, the sensor appears to be capable of measuring low fre-
quency dynamic loads and transient changes in loading, as when
contact with an object is being made or released. Such capabilities
are similar to those of fast-adapting type I (FA-I) afferents in the
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egression (solid line, Eq. (7))  revealed a near one-to-one relationship between the
icrofluidic sensor and load cell measurements. The residual plot shows that 10 of

00 data points fell outside the 95% confidence bounds (dashed lines).

uman hand which are maximally sensitive to vibrations ranging
rom 3 to 40 Hz, although responses to frequencies as low as 0.5 Hz
ave been reported [42].

.2. Spatial resolution and robustness to bending

The small tip of the load platform enabled the external load
o be centered directly over a single taxel. However, force from
he applied load is transmitted to neighboring taxels. To assess
he sensitivity of taxels to indirect loading, four experimental tri-
ls were conducted for each of the two neighboring taxels: a taxel
mmediately adjacent to the taxel under direct loading and another
axel one unit away (Fig. 5). As expected, the sensitivity to load
or the unloaded taxels decreased with distance from the point
f load application. The change in capacitance for a given load is
uch smaller for the unloaded neighboring taxels than that for the

axel under direct loading (Fig. 5). At a load of 2.25 N, the directly
oaded taxel had a %�V value of 20.26%. The adjacent taxel and the
axel one unit away had %�V values of 5.59% and 2.15%, respec-
ively, which represent reductions in the %�V values of 72.4% and
9.4% with respect to the directly loaded taxel. Thus, the sensor
rototype has a spatial resolution of approximately 0.5 mm,  which
ould enable precise measurement of bounding areas and center

f pressure locations of applied forces.
Fig. 7 shows that the sensor performs similarly and reliably

hether mounted to flat or cylindrical support surfaces, suggest-
ng that a single calibration curve might suffice. As with the flat
urface condition, a sum of two power functions fit the data from
he curved surface condition well. The calibration curve for data
ooled from the flat and curved surface conditions and the linear
egression of the taxel’s curve fit and load cell data are given by the
ollowing equations, respectively,

fit = −0.478(%�V)2.00 + 0.506(%�V)1.98, R2 = 0.986 (6)

fit = 0.99FLC − 0.00454, R2 = 0.986 (7)

he 95% confidence bounds (±0.165 N) show a force range similar
o the one obtained from the previously calibrated taxel (Fig. 6).

o major performance difference was observed, suggesting that

his particular sensor prototype functions similarly, regardless of
urface curvature. This finding is likely related to the dimensional
elationships between the individual taxels, their spacing, and the
Actuators A 179 (2012) 62– 69 67

curvature of the round support dowel. If small enough, a taxel
will act as if mounted to flat surface because even a curved sur-
face will appear locally flat. In addition to the presented results,
testing was  performed on surfaces with larger curvatures to see if
any curvature limits could be detected. The sensor was wrapped
around four dowels with radii of 0.397 cm,  0.318 cm,  0.238 cm,  and
0.159 cm (curvatures of 2.519 cm−1, 3.145 cm−1, 4.202 cm−1, and
6.289 cm−1, respectively). The sensor tolerated the increased cur-
vature and remained functional as force was applied on a single
taxel, further supporting the findings from the finger-sized dowel.
These results show that this multilayer microfluidic tactile sensor is
flexible and functions well on surfaces having curvatures consistent
with artificial fingers and much higher.

4. Summary

In this work, we  have created a functional prototype of a
microfluidic normal force sensor that uses a liquid metal alloy for its
internal circuitry. The novel use of conductive fluids as deformable
capacitive plates and wire paths offers significant advantages over
the use of standard solid components such as robustness to cracking
and fatigue. The multilayer design utilizing PDMS and air sub-layers
allows for the tuning of mechanical and electrical properties, par-
ticularly for the heterogeneous, deformable dielectric medium. The
sensor also offers advantages such as ease of fabrication, low cost
and non-toxic components, large degree of flexibility, robustness,
and repeatable measurements. Our work expands the design space
for flexible MEMS  sensors by demonstrating that liquid metal alloys
such as Galinstan can be used as both flexible capacitor plates
and wire paths [20,21]. Our microfluidic PDMS sensor remained
functional after being wrapped around a surface having a small
curvature similar to that of a human finger and showed indications
of being capable of measuring low frequency dynamic loads. Addi-
tional testing is needed to determine whether the sensor remains
functional despite twisting and stretching. Our sensor performed
reliably during static loading and unloading trials for forces up to
2.5 N and exhibited 0.5 mm spatial resolution. A functional artificial
sensor skin would consist of a larger sensor (8 in. wafers are state of
the art) or several of these sensor prototypes covering a large area.
Sensing units and sensor resolution can be modified according to
the surface area and application of interest.

The primary motivation for this work is tactile sensing for
robotics applications. Our current experimental setup and proto-
type are not well suited for complete dynamic analysis and shear
force measurements required for use on an artificial hand. How-
ever, it reliably measures normal forces with a spatial resolution
appropriate for artificial grasping, is robust, and is flexible in order
to be conformally wrapped around curved objects such as artifi-
cial fingers. The deformable elastomeric skin could enhance grip
by cushioning impacts, increasing the effective contact area, and
increasing friction at the hand-object interface during grasp. The
sensor’s nonlinear response, which can be attributed to its complex
mechanical and electrical design, is advantageous for tactile sensing
due to its greater sensitivity at low loads and ability to withstand
large force ranges. The multilayer design can be modified to tune
the nonlinear sensor response according to application-specific
design criteria. In addition, MEMS  applications that require sensors
capable of withstanding elastic deformations, such as bending and
stretching, could benefit from replacing rigid metal components
with conductive fluids, as described in this work. While the sensor
skin was initially conceived for robotic hands, the sensor could eas-

ily be applied to other robotic and haptic applications. For instance,
the skin could be applied to large surface areas (e.g., wrapped
around robot arms [43]) for safe human-robot interactions, or
applied to human-machine interfaces for haptic applications.
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Our future work will focus first on enhancing the experimental
etup for complete dynamic characterization of the sensor skin. We
ill also implement multiplexing of the data collection circuitry to

nable simultaneous measurement of signals from multiple taxels
o identify features of loads such as center of pressure location. In
ddition, coupled physics finite element models will be developed
uch that the sensor design (e.g., thickness of PDMS layers, dimen-
ions and placement of air pockets, etc.) can be tuned for specific
ensing design requirements (e.g., range, dynamic response). Pre-
ious works [15,44] have demonstrated that arrays of normal force
ensing units can be used to approximate shear by simply adding
umps or pillars on the exposed PDMS surface and looking at the
elative signal response between adjacent sensing elements. Simi-
ar strategies could be attempted with our microfluidic force sensor
o expand the sensing capabilities to include shear forces.
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